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Spectral analysis of sleep electroencephalography in rotating
three-shift work
by Torbjorn Akerstedt, PhD,1,2 Goran Kecklund, MA,2 Anders Knutsson , MD3
AKERSTEDT T, KECKLUND G, KNUTSSON A. Spectral analysis of sleep electroencephalography in
rotating three-shift work . Scand J Work Environ Health 1991;17:330-6. Fourteen male rotating threeshift workers were subjected to 24-h ambulatory polysomnographic recording in connection with morning, afternoon, and night shift work (at home and at work) . Total sleep time, stage 2, rapid-eye-movement sleep, and slow-wave sleep (stages 3 + 4) were significantly reduced during sleep in connection with
the night and morning shifts. Other visually scored sleep parameters and slow-wave energy (spectral power
density integrated across sleep) were not affected. The content of the sleep cycles did not differ between
shifts. The sleep before the morning shift was characterized by subjectively increased difficulties of sleep
initiation and sleep termination, as well as by insufficient recuperation. The night shift was characterized
by increased subjective difficulties of maintaining sleep, but also by increased ease of sleep initiation.
It was concluded that both morning and evening shifts interfered with sleep, although no effects of sleep
deprivation were found .
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Shift work strongly interferes with sleep, at least if
night work is involved (I-8). In particular, day sleep
after the night shift is reduced by several hours in comparison with the more normal sleep after the afternoon
shift. The loss mainly affects stages 2 and REM (rapideye-movement) sleep, whereas SWS (slow-wave sleep,
stages 3 + 4) is usually unaffected. The effects on sleep
in connection with the morning shift (work beginning
around 0600) may be similar although we have found
only one study including that shift (8).
Recently, it has been demonstrated that computer
analysis of the low-frequency (delta) activity in electroencephalography (EEG) more sensitively reflects the
homeostatic processes during sleep than does visually
scored sleep stages 3 and 4 (9, 10). Such measures have
never been used in studies of sleep in connection with
shift work, and one purpose of the present study was
to provide such data, using spectral analysis. Another
purpose was to describe sleep in connection with the
morning shift. A third purpose was to describe the subjective quality of shift-work sleep. To our knowledge
prior studies have not combined polysomnographic
and subjective measurements of shift-work sleep.
With respect to technique and design, most prior
studies have used traditional polysomnography, involving stationary equipment and sleep in a laboratory,
time in bed being allotted according to a predetermined
schedule. The strange environment, the unfamiliar
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technicians, and the strict scheduling of sleep may have
prevented truly spontaneous sleep/wake patterns from
emerging . The present study was, therefore, designed
for 24-h, ambulatory (work and horne) polysomnography. This design allowed the subject spontaneous
sleep in his own bed, and with accustomed privacy.
We have used a similar approach in a prior study and
found it feasible (7).
Subjects and methods

Fourteen male papermill workers between 25 and 55
years of age (mean age = 38.6 years) participated in the
study. The subjects participated in the earlier study by
Torsvall et al (7), but the present recordings were carried out two years later. They belonged to the same
work unit and received a modest economic compensation. All workers of the unit (N = 40) were asked to
participate, and 25 (630/0) initially agreed. Those who
abstained did so because of "lack of time" or the perceived discomfort. In the present study a further 11
subjects were lost because of interference from their
vacation schedule.
The work task involved the handling of semi-automatic machinery and consisted of supervision (both
directly and via visual display units) and minor repair
work. The subjects worked a continuous three-shift
system with clockwise rotation and shift changes at
0600, 1400, and 2200. The sequence of morning (M),
afternoon (A), and night (N) shifts and days off (x)
(recorded shifts in italics) was as follows:
NNNNxxxMMxAAAAxxMMMMxAAAxNNNxxxxxxx.

During three 24-h periods , containing the second of
each of the three shifts, sleep was recorded on porta-

ble four-channel Medilog tape recorders. Half of the
subjects were recorded in the first half of the shift
cycle (the first three days in italics in the presented
schedule), and the rest of the subjects in the second
half of the shift cycle (the last three days in italics).
Thus the same morning shift was used for recording
in both halves of the group. The electrodes were attached and the recording started shortly before the
work period. The subjects were encouraged to follow
their normal habits of work, sleep, and leisure-time
activities.The equipment was removed prior to the next
work period 24 h later. As a check on sleep/wake behavior and other factors of interest, all of the subjects
also kept a diary in which they entered sleep hours,
sleep quality estimates, and drug intake for a two-week
period. All the subjects agreed to refrain from alcohol consumption for 36 h before a recording.
Sleep was recorded with the use of a Cz-O z derivation for the EEG, and an oblique derivation for the
electrooculography. Electromyography was not feasible since it interfered too much with normal functioning and social interaction. We have found that
omitting the electromyography does not affect the total
amounts of REM sleep although the onset may be
delayed by 1-2 min. The Cz-O z derivation yields
higher delta amplitudes than standard sleep derivations
(11), and after extensivelaboratory testing we decided
to adjust amplitude criteria for visual delta scoring to
100 ~ V since this procedure yielded sleep stage data
within a few percent of those of the recommended derivation C4-A!.
The EEG recordings were scored by two researchers
(interrater reliability 0.79-0.82) in accordance with
the criteria of Rechtschaffen & Kales(12). For the spectral analysis (fast fourier transform) the EEG was sampled at a frequency of 128 Hz with the use of conventional filter settings (band pass 0.35-70 Hz). Epochs
with artifacts or waking were removed according to
the visual scoring . The fast fourier transform analysis was based on 7.5-s epochs, yielding a band width
of 0.133 Hz. The resulting spectral power density was
integrated across the 0.5-3.9 Hz (delta) band, which
seems to be highly responsive to sleep loss (10). The
integrated value per epoch was then averaged across
each minute of sleep.
So that summary statistics could be produced, the
(integrated) values of the spectral power density per
minute were averaged across each non-REM-REM
sleep cycle to form " slow-wave activity" (SWA) per
cycle. They were also accumulated across time to form
" slow wave energy" (SWE) per cycle, as well as per
completed sleep episode. The non-REM-REM sleep
cycle was defined as the time from the first uninterrupted 5-min period of non-REM sleep to the end of
REM sleep. (No sleep onset REM episodes occurred .)
So that the large interindividual variability between
the SWA and SWE could be reduced, these variables
were expressed relative to base-line sleep (ie, the sleep
following the afternoon shift). For the SWE the total

amount accumulated during this sleep stage was set at
100 0/0 . For SWA, it was not practical to use the same
reference, as the resulting values would have become
minuscule. Instead, and in accordance with the procedure of Dijk et al (13), we used the mean SWA of the
four cycles of the sleep after the afternoon shift.
The sleep diary contained questions on the timing
and quality of sleep. The sleep quality ratings were
given values between I and 5, the latter being the most
positive. The response alternatives had the following
verbal anchors at the extremes (with a neutral or
moderate rating in the middle): sleep quality: "very
poor" - "very good"; ease falling asleep: " veryeasy"
- " very difficult" ; ease awakening: " very easy" "very difficult"; well rested: "not at all" - "very
much"; restlesssleep: "not at all" - "very"; too early
an awakening: "not at all" - "much too early."
Spontaneity of awakening had only two alternatives,
"spontaneous" and "other cause" (alarm, noise, etc),
which were given scores of I and 0, respectively.
Since the FFT variables showed large differences in
variance between shifts, we used nonparametric statistics to analyze the differences between conditions [ie,
the Friedman analysis of variance by ranks (14)]. For
simplicity and comparability the same procedure was
used for all the other variables. For pairwise testing
we used the procedure of the Friedman analysis of
variance for making multiple comparisons subsequent
to a significant overall effect (14). The test statistic in
this case was the difference in accumulated rank between the members of a pair (aR).

Results
Table I shows that , of the EEG var iables, total sleep
time differed significantly between shifts, with a maximum for the afternoon shift and a minimum for the
morning shift. Very similar results were obtained for
stage 2, REM sleep, and SWS. For total sleep time,
stage 2, and REM sleep both the morn ing and night
shifts showed significantly lower values than those of
the afternoon shift (aR ~ 12.7, P < 0.05). None of the
pairwise comparisons between the night and morning
shifts were significant (aR<12.7).
Sleep efficiency (total sleep time/time in bed),
waking after sleep onset (waking/sleep period time),
sleep latency (to stage I), REM latency, SWS latency,
and the nap measures did not differ significantly between the shifts. The naps were started at 1519 (SE
93 min) after night work (four subjects) and at 1529
(SE 85 min) after morning work (four other subjects).
Only one subject napped in connection with the afternoon shift.
The subjective ratings showed a significant difference between shifts for sleep length, ease of falling
asleep, ease of awakening, being well rested, early
awakening , and spontaneity of awakening. In par ticular, the morning shift was associated with a significantly decreased sleep length, increased difficulties
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Table 1. Mean and standard error (SEl for parameters of sleep in connect ion with afternoon, morning, and night worksnltts.v b
(SWS stow-wave sleep, REM rapid-eye-movement , SWE stow-wave energy)

=

=

=

Afternoon shift

EEG variables
Bedtime (clock-time)
Rising time (clock time)
Time in bed (min)
Total sleep time (min)
Sleep efficiency<! (%)
Stage 1 latency (min)
SWS latency (min)
REM sleep latency (min)
SWE(%)
Stage 1 (min)
Stage 2 (min)
SWS (min)
REM sleep (min)
Time awake between sleep onset
and final awakening (%)
Nap, total sleep time (min)"
Nap, SWS (min)"
Nap, SWE (%)"
Ratings
Bedtime (clock time)
Rising time (clock time)
Sleep length (min)'
Sleep latency (min)
Sleep quality
Ease of falling asleep
Ease of waking up
Well rested
Restless sleep
Number of awakenings
Early awakening
Spontaneous awakening (0/1)
Nap, total sleep time (min)

Night shift

Morning shift

Mean

SE

Mean

SE

Mean

SE

2327
0742
496
463
94
8.2
15
90
100
37
236
92
98

24
33
16
17
1
1.7
2
12
0
5
11
9
9

0640
1204
324
318
95
5.1
13
77
90
24
158

18
25
22*
23*
1
1.1
2
12
11
3
12*
9
9*

2250
0428
338
314
93
13.4
18
76
81
22
162
70
60

18
21
10*
11*
1
3.0
2
7
11
3
11*
7
6*

4.3
3.4
1.5
1.3

1.3
0
0
0

3.0
13.1
5.3
6.2

0.8
5.4
5.3
7.0

3.2
25.1
14.9
10.5

0.5
4.5
5.3
3.9

2335
0755
466
18.3
4.2
4.1
4.0
3.6
4.3
1.3
4.6
0.57
4

23
30
36
6.1
0.2
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.2
0.3
0.2
0.10
4

83
65

0634
1223
338
10.9
3.4
4.4
3.8
2.8
3.6
1.8
3.8
0.50
29

08
24
26*
1.9
0.3
0.2
0.3
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.3*
0.13
11

2311
0433
292
30.1
3.9
3.9
2.6
1.7
4.1
1.1
4.9
0.07
46

08
06
13*
8.2
0.3
0.4
0.4'
0.2*
0.4
0.4
0.1
0.07
16

Chisquares

19.2***
22.2* * *
1.9
3.3
3.3
0.6
4.4
3.3
13.0**
6.1*
8.7*
0.6
0.6
0.2
0.3

18.1***
5.3
3.3
5.7
13.5**
19.8***
2.0
4.9
9.6**
10.4**
1.6

Asterisks in connection with mean values indicate significant (at least <0.05) deviation from the base line (afternoon shift)
according to Friedman's pairwise comparison with control.
N 14.
C Chi-square values for the difference between conditions were computed according to Friedman's analysis of variance for
ranks (* P<0.05, ** P<0.01, * ** P<0.OO1).
d Sleep efficiency
(stage1 + stage 2 + stage 3 + stage 4 + REM)/time in bed, N 14.
" Nap total sleep time was based on all 14 subjects, nonnappers being given the value zero.
f Reported sleep latency has been subtracted.
a

b

=

=

in awakening, and a decreased feeling of being well
rested. The night-shift sleep was also rated as short and
showed significantly more early awakenings. The pairwise comparison between sleep after the morning and
night shifts showed significantly (aR~ 12.7, P< .0.05)
greater ease of waking up and of being well rested for
the night-shift sleep. Sleep quality and restless sleep
did not differ significantlybetween the three shifts. The
naps were few and short.
The diary showed that the preceding sleep (before
the one recorded) took place between 0627 (16 min)
and 1233 (55 min) after the night shift [plus 29 min
of napping at 1505 (93 min)], between 2340 (25 min)
and 0818 (40 min) after the afternoon shift (no napping), and between 2304 (35 min) and 0430 (21 min)
after the morning shift [plus 17 min of napping at 1510
(89 min)].
Table 2 shows that the SWE changed significantly
across the non-REM-REM sleep cyclesonly for the afternoon condition. SWA and SWS, on the other hand,
fell significantly across cycles for all conditions (figure 1). The REM sleep showed a significant variation
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=

for the afternoon condition only, with a maximum in
the fourth cycle. The cycleduration varied significantly
for the afternoon condition only, the highest value appearing in the second cycle.
A Friedman analysis of variance was also carried out
to compare the first sleep cyclebetween the three shifts.
For none of the variables listed in table 2 did the chisquare value exceed 5.99 (for P < 0.05, degrees of freedom 2, N = 14). The same result was obtained when
the second and third cycle, respectively, were compared
across shifts . We also summed the values across the
three first cycles (averaged for SWA) but found no
chi-square values above 5.99 (degrees of freedom 2,
N = 10). The reduced number of subjects was due to
the fact that some of the subjects did not provide three
complete sleep cycles.
Discussion

Considering first the effects on total sleep, the amount
and composition of traditional sleep parameters during the night shift showed results similar to those of

Table 2. Mean and standard error (SE) per non-REM-REM sleep cycle for sleep parameters in connection with afternoon, morning , and night workshifts. a (SWE = slow-wave energy , SWA = slow-wave activity, SWS = slow-wave sleep , REM = rapid-eyemovement)

Variable
SWE(%)
Afternoon shift
Night shift
Morning shift

Number
of
subjects

Mean

SE

Mean

SE

14
13
10

25
24
30

2
4

6

25
25
27

2
4
3

21
19
18

3

14
13
10

123
126
142

7
11
25

104
121
122

5

102
103
90

7
13
10

72

4'

15
12

23.1'"
5.9'
9.6"

14
13
10

99
86

118
95
101

8
7
4

93
89
85

6
6
3

107

7

96

7
7
4

9.1'
0.6
1.8

14
13
10

41
39
36

4
4
4

34
33
41

4
4
6

28
25
13

4
4'
3

8

2

14.4'"
9.9"
13.4

14
13
10

16
17
17

3
2
4

28
25
19

4
5
4

15
23
20

2
4
4

30

4'

11.7"
1.3
0.1

Cycle 1

Cycle 2

Cycle 3
Mean

Cycle 4

SE

3
2

Mean

Chisquare>

SE

16

12.2"
4.3

l'

5.4

SWA(%)
Afternoon sh ift
Night shift
Morning shift
Total sleep time (min)
Afternoon sh ift
Night shift
Morning shift
SWS (min)
Afternoon shift
Night shift
Morning shift
REM sleep (min)
Afternoon shifts
Night shift
Morn ing shift
a
b

Asterisks in conne ction with the mean values indicate sign ificant (at least < 0.05) deviation from the first sleep cycle (Fried man pairwise comparison with control).
Chi-square values were computed for the difference between conditions according to the Friedman analysis of variance for
ranks (' P<0.05, " P<0.01, '" P<0.OO1).

previous studies (1-8). In other words, sleep after
the night shift was reduced by more than 2 h, the loss
affecting stage 2 and REM sleepmainly and SWS marginally. Thus the prior studies may have, despite their
artificial setting, given a rather correct view of the
night-shift sleep of shift workers . The morning shift
showed very similar effects, a finding which lends support to the data of Tilley et al (8). Parameters such
as sleep efficiency, percentage of wakefulnes s after
sleep onset, sleep latency, REM latency, SWS latency, or SWE did not differ between shifts .
The only prior polysomnographic study that has included spontaneous napping is that by Torsvall et al
(7), which included the 14 present subjects. In that
study 7 out of 25 subjects (28 0,10) took naps after the
night shift. (The morning shift was not recorded .)
These figures correspond closely to the 4 out of 14
(28 %) in the present study. In addition the total
amount and timing of the naps after the night shift
were similar in the two studies (a group mean of 12I3 min). The present study indicates that the morning
shift involves about as much napping as does the night
shift. In contrast to the prior study, naps (unintentional) during night work were not observed. The reason was, apparently, that the subjects had been embarrassed by the results of the prior study and made
a strong point of not being caught napping during
work.
The reason for many of the effects on morning- and
night-shift sleep is, very likely, circadian regulation.
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Figure 1. Mean (±1 standard error) for the percentage of slowwave act ivity (SWA) per cycle and shift plotted at cycle mid point. The base line for the percentage was the mean cycle
value for the afternoon shift.

We did not record variables to indicate circadian phase,
but there is ample evidence that circadian rhythmicity
is very little affected by shift work (15). Thus, on the
assumption of a rather stable circadian system, the
shortened sleep after the night shift in the present study
very likely reflected the circadian interference with
sleep in the early morning (16, 17). This possibility is
also supported by the fact that the awakenings were
largely spontaneous and subjectively easy, although
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premature (in comparison with the sleep length obtained in connection with the afternoon shift). In contrast, the morning-shift sleep was terminated by external means, and with great difficulty and extremely
low levels of "being well rested." It seems likely that
the latter was due to the difficulties awakening caused
by the circadian nadir of alertness (18). At this circadian phase (0430) sleep is very strongly promoted and
spontaneous awakenings are extremely rare (19). The
difficulties awakening at this time of day very likely
taint the perception of the morning shift in its entirety . The afternoon shift was the least afflicted of the
three shifts.
It is interesting to note that the subjective sleep disturbances mainly concerned the duration and termination of sleep, whereas rated sleep quality, restlessness, and sleep latency did not differ between the shifts.
The polysomnographic variables showed a similar pattern (ie, the number of awakenings, the amount of
stage 1, the amount of wakening after sleep onset, or
the sleep latency did not differ significantly between
the shifts).
For REM sleep the pattern across cycles was significant only for the afternoon-shift sleep. The reason for
the significant pattern may not only have been the extra fourth cycle of that sleep, but also its position in
the early morning when REM sleep is normally enhanced (20).
For the SWA and SWS the pattern across cycles was
one of decrease, although the morning- and night-shift
sleep showed less pronounced patterns, very likely due
to their lack of a fourth cycle, in which slow-wave occurrence is rather unusual (10, 21). The SWE, however, showed a less pronounced fall than the other two
slow-wave variables. The reason was probably that
SWE contains a time factor - cycle duration - which
did not show any fall across cycles . The pattern of cycle duration is normally one of low values in the first
and fifth (last) cycle (22).
The lack of increased total amounts of SWS and
SWE in night-shift sleep was expected from prior
studies of shift workers (1-8) . Admittedly, at first
thought, one might expect increased slow-wave levels
because of the prior sleep loss involved and its expected
effects on SWS or SWE (10, 21,23). Nevertheless, the
sleep curtailment involved would also prevent an increase of the total amounts of SWS or SWE. A similar reasoning may probably be applied to the morningshift sleep although very little data are available apart
from those of the present study (8).
On the other hand, in the present study no significant differences between shifts were obtained even
when individual sleep cycles were compared across
shifts . Normally, the first sleep cycle is particularly sensitive to prior sleep loss (10, 21, 23). Similar observations of unresponsive morning and night-shift levels
of SWS per cycle, per hour, or per third of sleep have
been made in several studies of shift work (2, 3, 8,
24-27) .
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One explanation for the lack of slow-wave response
may be that the amount of sleep deprivation was too
small. In the present study the 24-h period preceding
the recorded sleep showed, according to the diary, a
sleep loss of about 2 h and an extension of wakefulness of about 3 h. There seems to be little data available on the effects of a 2-h reduction of sleep on slowwave parameters, but a 4-h reduction seems to have
no or marginal effects (28-31). Perhaps an effect
should not be expected since 4 h of sleep curtailment
does not normally affect the SWS content of the same
sleep episode (28, 31-35); thus there would be no
SWS loss to recover. A 6-h reduction has , however,
a marked effect on subsequent SWS and SWE (28, 30).
With respect to sleep deprivation through extended
waking, we know that the SWS and SWA response is
essentially exponential (10, 21, 23, 36). Thus, for example, the response to an increase from 0 to 3 h of
waking is considerable, whereas an increase from 15
to 18 h (as in the present study) is much smaller. A
difference between 12 and 20 h of waking yields a significant SWS difference however (37). Interestingly,
most laboratory simulations of night work have failed
to find any increased SWS amounts in subsequent day
sleep despite the fact that bedtime was postponed by
approximately 8 h (35, 38-43). The study by Webb
& Agnew (42) recorded day sleep five times consecutively and found no changes in SWS over this period.
Most of the studies did, however, find increased REM
sleep during day sleep.
Napping does not seem a likely explanation for the
lack of slow-wave response since the mean length of
the naps was very short and their slow-wave content
was very low in the present study. Significant effects
seem to require about 2 h of napping - taken rather
late during the waking span (44-46). In other polysomnography studies of shift-work sleep, napping has
usually not been included.
Taken together, both the present and prior studies
suggest that shift-work sleep is unaffected by sleep
deprivation. A firm conclusion would, however, have
to await further data collected with a larger number
of subjects and a systematic recording of all sequential shifts, plus days off. The suggestion of a lack of
a sleep deprivation effect on sleep also raises the question of the role of sleep loss in bringing about the severe sleepiness that characterizes the night shift (47).
The present design did not permit any conclusions in
this respect, and, to our knowledge, there are no
studies available that have tried to estimate the separate contributions of, for example, circadian phase,
sleep curtailment, and time awake to night-shift sleepiness. The latter is seldom discussed as a source of
sleepiness among shift workers, but it should be emphasized that the start of day work is preceded by
1-2 h of wakefulness, whereas the start of night work
may be preceded by 10 h awake. This difference in
prior wakefulness very likely causes a substantial reduction in alertness on the night shift (apart from the ef-

feet of the circadian trough) since alertness falls exponentially across time (48) . Subsequent SWS should
not differ much since the prior time awake is similar.
Obviously, there is a need for studies of the relative
importance of different contributors to night-shift
sleepiness - the strategy for countermeasures would
depend on the result.
In summary, the present study has demonstrated
that sleep in connection with night and morning shifts
is reduced with respect to the amounts of total sleep
time, stage 2 sleep, REM sleep, and SWS, whereas
SWE and SWA are only marginally affected. Furthermore, the additional sleep obtained from naps is
limited. Subjectively, morning-shift sleep seems to
cause the most profound sleep discomfort. On the
whole, the results suggest that shift workers' sleep is
disturbed, but not to the extent of exhibiting effects
of sleep deprivation, at least not in the traditional
meaning of the word.
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